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ARCOM 2007 Belfast— 23rd Conference Went Overseas
By: Pro f David Boyd

ARCOM’s 2007 conference in Belfast was its first visit to the emerald isle across the Irish sea. A challenge
for many people because of the distance from the usual metropolitan centres but this conference was well
attended with most people arriving early and staying to the end. Ireland is renowned for its hospitality and
our hosts the University of Ulster did us proud and the venue of the Europa Hotel was a fitting luxury for
us. Although this 23rd conference was somewhat smaller than in the last few years,
we were still faced with over 120 abstracts which through the double
peer review process resulted in 87 papers being published. Alleviating our fears of the
‘troubles’ of the past, Belfast demonstrated how a community can rebuilt itself and indeed make a tourist attraction of it. ARCOM too is dealing with change and new challenges. There are still many divisions in methodology and it is one of ARCOM’s strengths
that it accommodates these. ARCOM is an exemplar of our current era of pluralism, but
we need to be cogniscent of our duty as practitioners, as researchers and as academics.
We need the association to frame our values of working together!
ARCOM conference also tries to introduce new directions to the community and this year its
first keynote Professor Robert Geyer of Lancaster University came from the discipline of
politics and economics presenting a complexity science perspective on the built environment. This was indeed challenging for many delegates who retorted by saying the real
world of clients would not accept consultants acknowledging the true uncertainty in projects. The second keynote Dr. Amin K. Habboub, of Nakheel Co in Dubai looked at the
impact of globalisation on construction from a practitioners perspective. Although UK
based, ARCOM has embraced the international community and recognises its duty for
supporting this. The international position was demonstrated by the prize winners awarded at the
conference dinner, Ulrika Badenfelt of Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden was awarded the (cont....)

ARCOM 2008 Wales
Now in its 24th year, the ARCOM conference is the pre-eminent forum for those researching management issues in the construction sector. The conference will be held in
a state-of-the-art facility in the centre of Cardiff, the cosmopolitan capital city of Wales, from the 1st – 3rd September 2008. This is the first time that the conference has been held in Wales and we have organised an outstanding social programme which will include a reception in the award-winning Welsh National Assembly
(Senedd) Building and dinner at the world-famous Millennium Stadium. This year’s conference is to be sponsored by the ICE, CIOB, ConstructionSkills and Taylor and Francis.
By: Pro f Andy Dainty

For enquiries and further information please see the website or contact:
Andrew Dainty (Conference Chair, A.R.J.Dainty@Lboro.ac.uk) or Chris Carter (Conference Secretary, C.D.Carter@Lboro.ac.uk)
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ARCOM 2007 Belfast (cont....)
Paul Townsend Memorial prize, and Cenk Budanya of the Middle Eastern Technical University, Turke y was awarded the Rod Howes prize for the best paper.
Continuing an event started last year, three selected papers from delegates were presented to an industry audience during a breakfast sponsored by Lafarge. This session
reflected the continual challenge of ARCOM between being pure researchers and suppliers to practice. The prize for the best industry relevant paper went to Philip Ashton of the
University o f Brighton. The following day, the ARCOM debate extended Fukuyama’s
assertion about ‘The End of History’ and e xplored the completion of construction management research through the application of process management. The audience put this solution in its place, although officially sanctioned, being useful but of limited application.
The social and cultural events at this year’s conference included an open
topped bus tour of Belfast with visits to the sights of the opposing parties in
the ‘troubles’ followed by an entertainment with a traditional Irish folk band that
set the night alive. The dinner was sponsored by Belfast City Council who were
represented by the High Sherriff. The entertainment was completed by going
back and then forward in time with delegates outlining their papers for ARCOM
100th conference in 2084. The conference ended with tired but elated delegates looking forward to meeting each other next year in Cardiff.

David Langford becomes an Honorary Life President in
ARCOM
The ARCOM committee met at Dave Langford’s house in Glasgow on Thursday January. The occasion was dedicated to honouring Dave with a trophy and a title of ‘Life president of ARCOM’.
David Boyd opening the presentation thanked Dave for his many years of service to ARCOM which he noted had been marked
by his contribution to the humanity of ARCOM. This sense of being a Bon-viveur had also been noted. David welcomed
Daves’ contribution to the work of ARCOM and announced that a Dave Langford prize for the paper which best reflected
Dave’s contribution to Construction Management Research. Dave would think about the criteria for the award and let the committee know.
Dave responded to the tribute by noting that he was thrilled to receive such a prestigious award. He would cherish the glass
plaque bearing the title of Honorary Life President for the rest of his days. Dave started his response by thanking his family
and friends, especially those in ARCOM, who had given him such great support since the onset of his illness.
He then mused upon the idea that as Honorary president he would have to look the part. Braided on a family reunion in London he attended a military outfitters to get a Presidential Uniform. Big white peaked cap, gold braided epaulettes, a chest full
of medals each one after another successful conference campaign. The farrago went on to have the assistant ask for the
name of the regiment so honourary ‘Sir’. Dave evidently replied the ‘Awkward Squad’. For this is how he saw ARCOM – not
on the traditional negative or reactionary way but an organisation never afraid to ask questions that the establishment didn’t
want answering. In order to pose such questions we as an organisation inspected ourselves to see if we were doing the right
thing. Time and time again we reaffirmed our purpose in life was to develop young talent and many a good career had sprung
from ARCOM.
The second theme that Dave addressed was that of ‘excellence’. He noted that every University seemed to want to talk about
excellence; indeed in some Universities it was difficult to get a conversation about little else. He was pleased that ARCOM
had never been attracted to such mindless boasts. Excellence was embedded in all of the things that ARCOM did. The e xcellence spoke for itself rather than having to shout about it. There was excellence in our conference, doctorial workshops, abstract service, newsletter and all other aspects of our work.
He finished by saying that he was so proud to be given the honour and toasted ARCOM.
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Congratulations!
By: The Editor

Pictured from left to right: Professor Ghassan Aouad,
Chi may Anumba, Professor Akin Akintoye, Professor Chris
Fortune, Professor Charles Egbu

MEGA CONGRATULATIONS to Professor Ghassan Aouad – PVC of Research and Innovation at the University of Salford
Following a number of messages posted on CNBR lately, congratulating Professor Aouad on his new appointment as PVC of
research (due to commence in August, 2008), the editor would like to extend these congratulations on behalf of ARCOM and
its community of researchers. Professor Aouad’s remarkable profile, and record of achievement, can be found in a previous
issue of the ARCOM newsletter, followed by a recent issue announcing his Deanship at Salford last year. Well done Ghassan
….you have projected a good image of a manager stepping up the ladder within a ‘short time’, with ‘minimum cost’ and delivering to ‘top quality’. Man y of your colleagues and friends are proud of your achievement.

Congratulations to Chimay Anumba - Head of School
The editor have congratulated Professor Anumba on the number of occasions, for his remarkable profile, new books, D.Sc
award and so on in previous issues of the newsletter. The biggest of all news, is his recent appointment as Head of School in
Department of Architectural Engineering, at Pennsylvania State University. Chimay a heart felt congratulations on your appointment, while all your friends and colleagues look forward to new beginnings for collaborative international research.

Congratulations to Professor Akin Akintoye – Head of School
A massive Congratulations to Professor Akin Akintoye for his recent move from Glasgow Caledonian University, as Associate
Dean of Research and Knowledge Transfer, at the School of the Built and Natural Environment Glasgow Caledonian University to being Head of the School of Built and Natural Environment, at the University of Central Lancashire.

Professors Chris Fortune and Professor Charles Egbu go to Salford
It was Autumn 2008, when both Professor Charles Egbu and Professor (Glasgow Caledonian University) Chris Fortune (Heriot
Watt University) joined the School of the Built Environment at the University of Salford. On behalf of ARCOM we wish them
both a happy new start at Salford.
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BME workshop—Diversifying Construction
This event was held on the 13th
December 2007 at the University
of Salford, organised by Dr Vian
Ahmed, an investigator in SCRI
and Project Leader of the European Social Funded Construction
and BME (Black & Minority Ethnics) project, in association with
SCRI, and sponsored by the
Research Institute for the Built
and Human Environment (BuHu)
and Elevate East Lancashire.
This one day e vent was aimed at
bringing together industrialists
and academics, to discuss and
exchange thoughts and ideas on
how to support the vision of the
industry, b y increasing the participation of the BME in construction in order to fill the gaps in
skills shortage within the labour
market, without compromising
the quality. The event was much
driven by the barriers and enablers to entry, progression and
retentions within the industry.
The event was enriched by a
number of presentations and
seminars from both industry and
academia . The e ve nt was
opened by Professor James
Powell, Pro-Vice-Chancellor Enterprise & Regional Affairs, followed by Dr Andrew Platten of
Elevate East Lancashire who set
the vision for the industry and
outlined the future challenges.
Simon Murray of ConstructionSkills outlined the need to
change the face of construction
industry, followed by Professor
Linda Clarke of University of
Westminster presented case
study of Heathrow Terminal 5
and argued for better training
schemes and awareness of the
equality and diversity training.
Professor Charles Egbu of University of Salford addressed the
cultural issues affecting BMEs
retention within the industry.

gued for ‘equality of capabilities’
in order to have ‘equality of opportunities’. Aaron Mounds of
ConstructionSkills highlighted the
ageing construction workforce
and presented the need for more
diverse workforce. Dr Lisa Worrall of University of Salford presented the project findings and
outlined the recommendations to
audience.
A special tribute was paid by
Professor Charles Egbu to Professor Chimay Anumba of
Loughborough University for
starting a new academic career
in the US. Professor Anumba
gave an informative and enlightening presentation about the
recipe for success in academia,
with great lessons to be learnt by
academic community. The afternoon session comprised a panel
of academics, industrialists and
researchers, facilitated by Mr
David Baldry, Associate Head of
Property and Facilities in the
School of the Built Environment,
in order to identify the main issues and concerns to how to
tackle problem of skills shortages
within the industry, and how to
manage the diversity issues.
The rest of the afternoon was
enriched by speakers from academia, who highlighted some of
their project findings relating to
gender issues and mechanisms
for their integration within the
industry, also importance of having a common language translated by using VR models to
reach a more international audience.
The day was brought to a close
by Dr Vian Ahmed, with a summary of the highlights of the
event and the main outcomes.
The event was a great success,
and attracted 70 participants
from a registered total of 90.

The need for diversity management was demonstrated by Professor Akin Akinto ye of Glasgow
Caledonian University who arBy: The Editor
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Abstracts
This thesis advances the proposition that all organisations learn and that learning profiles vary across organisations of different
types. However, successful organisations are those that have developed their organisational learning systems in accordance
with their competitive strategies. It is the central objective of this thesis to test this proposition in UK construction companies
that engage with the North East Constructing Excellence initiative.
The research was organised through stages involving a b usiness environment audit survey to establish the context of the sample population and a learning competence test for sample validation. Through a series of investigations using structured interviews into 12 selected companies that represented the higher and the lower learning companies, data was obtained that allowed the practices of various learning mechanisms to be examined, analysed, compared, pattern-matched and modelled.
The findings revealed a pattern of commonality in learning profiles of construction companies, which can be represented in
terms of a two-category typology, namely the externally-focused and the internally-focused learning companies. More successful companies tend to retain one learning mode, related to their competitive strategy and choice of economic model. These
successful companies also direct themselves to one or two portfolios of sharing/retention mechanisms to suit their specific
needs related to size and geographical spread, as well as their category of contracting activity. One significant outcome is that
companies adopting a balanced learning strategy, that includes both internal and external learning sources, tend towards longevity although they may not be the most profitable. Companies that favour internal learning generally specialise in a particular
aspect of construction, can be very profitable, but are susceptible to any change in the market. It may be
that the managers recognise this situation and have a strategy for a series of highly profitable short-term
companies. Overall, these results reflect the contribution of this thesis to the existing knowledge.
In addition, the study also contributes in establishing a framework for mapping the practice of organisational learning that can illustrate to management where their learning efforts have been focused. A further
discovery was that over 60% of the sample companies did not realise that they are operating a particular
learning strategy. Using this framework, other UK construction companies can enter their own
data onto the model to discover where they are positioned. This will be useful information for
Suyanto Mahdiputra companies developing and/or reviewing their business strategies.
Northumbria University

Abstracts
Congratulations to Setya Winarno in being awarded a PhD from the Built Environment Division at Sheffield Hallam University.
Setya carried out research into Seismic Risk Management of Non-Engineered Buildings supervised by Professors Alan Griffith
and Paul Stephenson. An outline of his research work is given below.
Earthquakes have long been feared as one of nature’s most terrifying and devastating events. Although seismic codes clearly
exist in countries with a high seismic risk to save lives and human suffering, earthquakes still continue to cause tragic events
with high death tolls, particularly due to the collapse of widespread non-engineered buildings with non-seismic resistance in
developing countries such as Indonesia. The implementation of seismic codes in non-engineered construction is the key to
ensuring earthquake safety. In fact, such implementation is not simple, because it comprises all forms of cross disciplinary and
cross sectoral linkages at different levels of understanding, commitment, and skill. This fact suggests that a widely agreed
framework can help to harmonise the various perspectives. Hence, this research is aimed at developing an integrated framework for guiding and monitoring seismic risk reduction of non-engineered buildings in Indonesia via a risk management
method.
Primarily, the proposed framework for the study has drawn heavily on wider literature, the three existing frameworks around
the world, and on the contribution of various stakeholders who participated in the study. A postal questionnaire survey, selected interviews, and workshop event constituted the primary data collection methods. As a robust framework needed to be
achieved, the following two workshop events, which were conducted in Yogyakarta City and Bengkulu City in Indonesia, were
carried out for practicality, validity, and moderation or any identifiable improvement requirements. The data
collected was analysed with the assistance of SPSS and NVivo software programmes.
This research found that the content of the proposed framework comprises 63 pairs of characteristicindicators complemented by (a) three important factors of effective seismic risk management of nonengineered buildings, (b) three guiding principles for sustainable dissemination to the grass root communities and (c) a map of agents of change. Among the 63 pairs, there are 19 technical interventions and 44
non-technical interventions. These findings contribute to the wider knowledge in the domain of the seismic
risk management of non-engineered buildings, in order to: (a) provide a basis for effective political advocacy, (b) reflect the multidimensional and inter-disciplinary nature of seismic risk reduction, (c) assist a
Setya Winarno - wide range of users in determining roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities, and (d) provide the basis
Sheffield Hallam for setting goals and targets.
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ARCOM Doctoral Workshop on Facilities, Refurbishment
and Maintenance Management
By: Professors Paul Stephenson and Charles Egbu

Mature economies often have large stocks of existing buildings needing different types of intervention so as to increase
their economic, social and environmental value. The value of
the works on existing buildings represents about 50% of the
total value of construction works in most mature economies.
Similarly, there are those that argue that the management
(operationalised within refurbishment, modernisation and
maintenance activities) of existing buildings, especially old
and complex ones, call for skills and knowledge which are
often not utilised in new build works. Similarly, some contend
that the level of risk and uncertainty is higher than in comparable size new build projects. Same is also said of health and
safety incidences. Facilities management (FM) which is carried out on existing buildings is also vital. FM, which can be
seen as the process by which an organisation ensures that its
buildings, systems and services support core operations and
processes, as well as contribute to achieving its strategic objectives in changing conditions, can be considered from the
“Hard” and “Soft” perspectives.
Research into the areas of facilities, refurbishment and maintenance management are therefore important to academics
and practitioners alike. Research findings that contribute to the understanding of theoretical issues, in addition to having
practical significance, will play
a major role in the future advancement of this important
industrial sector. This was
outlined by Peter Westland,
Head of Built Environment,
Sheffield Hallam University (SHU), in his welcoming presentation at the June 2007 doctoral workshop
hosted by SHU.
Following Peter’s address,
Professor Ilfryn Price from
the Facilities Management
Graduate Centre (FMGC),
SHU gave a keynote address focusing on The Lean
AsssetTM (developed at
SHU), and the role of refurbishment. Ilfryn looked at the primary dilemma in relation to the requirements of assets that enable
the delivery of 'best value' services. This covered issues related to better services coming from high quality space, with
the realisation that high quality space costs more to provide
and manage. Conversely, value for money may also mean
spending less, which is also consistent with the property profession striving to reduce cost per square metre. Some evidence-based research was also provided, including the alignment of resources with business needs.
Following Ilfryn's keynote, Yusof Hamid from the University of
Salford presented his work on Strategic Facilities Manage-

ment in Higher Education Institutions. This included specific definitions related to the
higher education sector and
the role of facilities management. The current situation
in higher education was highlighted and issues of society,
economics, the impact of
technology, government
issues and the environment were also addressed. This was
followed by Mu zani Mustapa
from Loughborough
University who presented his
work on Facilities Management
Knowledge applied during the
operation and maintenance
stages of PFI projects. Mu zani
was able to identify the requirements for the development of a FM knowledge
framework to meet the needs
of PFI projects in the future.
After lunch and a networking
session, Professor Charles
Egbu gave a presentation on
the research needs of refurbishment for construction
projects. Charles was able
to identify the importance of
refurbishment work to the
construction sector, and the
specific issues of refurbishment
which will require research in the future.
The last presentation of the
workshop was provided by
Chris Obiajunwa from SHU on
the Optimization of Turnaround Maintenance Project
Implementation. Chris outlined
his doctoral programme of
study and was able to identify
specific issues concerning turnaround maintenance (TAM)
projects and
how implementation issues necessitate the development of a
novel framework to ensure success for organisations in the
future.
Peter Mukalula from the Copperbelt University, Zambia was
unable to attend the workshop, but was keen to network with
researchers on this important area of research. His paper
Maintenance Policy Implementation - Prioritised Decision
Making Processes, was included in the workshop proceedings.

A copy of the workshop proceedings can be
obtained from t he ARCOM website at
www.arcom.com.
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ARCOM Doctoral Workshop—Research Methodology
Quantitative data and analysis for Construction Research
The Association of Researchers in Construction Management held its 11th workshop on
research methods on Monday 21st January at Liverpool John Moores University. The aim
of the workshop was to allow researchers carrying out investigations that use quantitative
methods to explore the methodological and practical issues of data collection and analysis. The workshop had speakers from academia, from Government and Industry. Researchers from Salford University, Liverpool John Moores University and the University of
Northumbria presented papers on the measurement of theoretical constructs, the use of
trend analysis in whole life costing and construction labour demographics. At lunchtime a
“hands on” session allowed participants the opportunity to e xplore how software packages
dealt with issues ranging from multicollinearity, through factor analysis to some of the less
used measures of association.
In the afternoon, Francis Pottier from the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (DBERR) gave an excellent presentation on how BERR captures and reports national construction output data. This was followed by Noble Francis of Experian
who explored how multiple sources of quantitative information were combined with qualitative information to provide annual and five yearly forecasts of demand for and supply of
construction resources.
Podcasts of the presentations were recorded and are available with the electronic copies
of the papers and presentations on the ARCOM website.
The feedback from the 45 participants who had travelled from across the UK to attend was
that it was very worthwhile, and that an annual workshop should be considered by the
ARCOM committee.
By: Andy Ross and Pa ul Stephenson

ARCOM Committee New Members
Dr Ani Raidén is a Senior Lecturer in Human Resource Management at Nottingham Business
School, Nottingham Trent University. She is also a Fellow at Glamorgan Business School where she
lectured before joining Nottingham Trent. Prior to becoming an academic Ani worked as a Human
Resource Transformation Executive at Eircom, a large telecommunications company in the Republic
of Ireland, and as a Personnel Assistant at Hampshire Ambulance NHS Trust in the UK. Her research interest is in employee resourcing within project based environments.
Dr Ani Raidén

Dr Wamuziri began a full time academic career in 1993 and is currently Senior Lecturer & Teaching Fellow in Construction Management in the School of Engineering and the Built Environment
at Napier University, Edinburgh. He has additional administrative responsibilities as Director of
Postgraduate Studies in the School.

Dr Wamuziri

Dr Milan Radosavljevic is a Lecturer in Construction Management in the School of Construction
Management and Engineering of the University of Reading. He is also a School Director of Enterprise, Director of MSc Project Management and Director of Modular MSc Development. Prior to
joining Reading Milan worked as a Teaching Fellow and Demonstration Projects Coordinator at the
University of Dundee, and has several years of experience in the off-site construction sector. He has
gained a Chartered Engineer status in Slovenia in 2002 and is currently an Incorporated Member of
CIOB. His main research interests are in facilitation of employees' creative participation and building
innovative capabilities in construction organizations.
Dr Milan Ra dosavljevic

go on...smile

Association of Researchers in Construction Management
An appraisal for the perfect worker:
1 Bob Smith, my assistant programmer, can always be found
2 hard at work in his cubicle. Bob works independently, without
3 wasting company time talking to colleagues. Bob never
4 thinks twice about assisting fellow employees, and he always
5 finishes given assignments on time. Often he takes extended
6 measures to complete his work, sometimes skipping coffee
7 breaks. Bob is a dedicated individual who has absolutely no
8 vanity in spite of his high accomplishments and profound
9 knowledge in his field. I firmly believe that Bob can be
10 classed as a high-caliber employee, the type which cannot be
11 dispensed with. Consequently, I duly recommend that Bob be
12 promoted to executive management, and a proposal will be
13 executed as soon as possible.

Addendum: That idiot was standing over my shoulder while I wrote
the report sent to you earlier today. Kindly re-read only the odd
numbered lines.

Get in touch with
us and contribute
Fo r
co m m e n ts ,
ideas ,
a rt i cl e s ,
events, photographs,
news in general,
rese a rch
e xp eri e n ces ,
a ch ie ve ments, workshops,
funny stories, serious stories - anything that you would like
to share with other members, through
this newsletter please contact the editor,
Dr Vian Ahmed.
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